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The Bubble curtain experiment

Bubble curtains are noise mitigation measures that are used to dampen and absorb 
sounds of underwater constructions to prevent extensive hearing loss and noise harass-
ment of marine mammals in the vicinity of the construction location. Therefore, a huge 
bubble-curtain system is built around a construction site, and activated when necessary. 
By increasing the amount of holes in the tubes and the amount of rings around the noise 
source, the effectiveness of the bubble curtain can be enhanced. 

In this experiment, we will build a miniature bubble curtain to show the effectiveness of such a 
mitigation device through a very simple experimental setup.

 

    

How to build the Bubble curtain experiment:
All necessary materials for the bubble curtain are: 

1. aquarium pump (you don’t need a strong one; it can be a very simple, cheap model)

2. air bubble tube (you can try to make those yourself with your students, however depending  
 on the material of the chosen hoses this can be very challenging. Therefore, we recom-  
 mend using commercially available bubble tubes for aquaria)

3. a hose to connect the pump with the air bubble tube (~1.5m)

4. a waterproof sound device (we recommend a panic alarm or similar)

5. an aquarium, a container or a bucket full of water 

6. suction cup clip holders for aquarium air line tubing or weights to prevent the air bubble  
 tube from floating in the aquarium/bucket

       

 

Connect the air bubble tube with the aquarium pump by using the extra hose. The hose needs to 
be long enough to ensure that the bubble tube is fully submerged on the aquarium bottom, while 
the pump can safely be stored outside and connected to a power circuit. 

Before starting the experiment, you should make sure that the end of the bubble tube is blocked, 
so no air can escape that way. All air needs to escape through the holes along the tube for the 
bubble curtain to function appropriately. To block the end, you can clamp or glue it (see below).

Flex the bubble tube in tight loops, so that it results in almost 2 full rings. Place the circled tube 
with the suction cup clip holders or weights inside the water container, so that it stays at the 
bottom.

    

As a sound device, we recommend a “panic alarm” device, which is waterproof to a certain extent 
and attached to a handling string. This device starts producing sounds when you pull the string 
(see picture to the right); it stops again by pushing the little shaft back inside. The sound-produ-
cing device needs to be hung into the water, which can easily be done by the already attached 
string. It needs to be placed in the middle of the air bubble tube rings. 

IMPORTANT: make sure that the device floats in the water column and does not lie on the bottom 
of the tank. If the device is in contact with the walls of the aquarium/bucket, they may function as 
sound transmitters and the experiment will not work, as the produced noise will be dispersed 
equally by all container walls. 

The students should be silent during the entire experiment. 

To begin the experiment, start the sound device underwater and let the students listen to the 
sound of the hanging submerged device. After listening to the sound of the submerged device, 
plug in the aquarium pump to start the bubble curtain. 

There will be a clearly detectable drop in the sound level! 

Information for teachers and educators: 
Don’t let the experiment run for too long, since our ears adapt to the volume of the sounds and 
the noise appears louder to us again after some time.

Due to the limited amount of air holes in the commercially available tubes, the effectiveness of this 
experiment is not huge, but the students can get a good feeling for how effective it can be if more 
air bubbles and dual or triple layers are used. 

By submerging the active sound device in the water you can try to explain a hard sound barrier 
and sound reflection > the density difference between the media air and water is huge, therefore 
we can’t hear what is happening underwater while we listen in air, which is why bodies of water 
usually appear silent to us. In this case, we still hear the sound of the panic alarm, because it is 
so loud and the bucket walls transmit the sound back into the air. To prove this, let the alarm sink 
to the bottom, and the transmission of the sound will be much louder. Try the bubble curtain again 
with the sound device lying on the bottom and you will see that it won’t work, due to the sound 
being reflected and transmitted by the aquarium/bucket walls. 

If the device would be submerged in the ocean or a bigger lake where the sound isn’t redirected 
and transmitted, we wouldn’t hear it at the water surface. If we are submerged, we can hear more 
of the sounds present underwater, however the air-water sound barrier still exists inside our ear, 
so we do not hear perfectly underwater. Additionally, many noises and sounds underwater are out 
of the human hearing range, but well within the hearing range of marine life, which is why we often 
don’t think about certain dangers and damage potentials that can be present in the sea from 
underwater noise.
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Figure 1:  A bubble curtain helps to reduce the noise of pile driving. © left: Dantysk, right: Hydrotechnik   
 Lübeck
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